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PRAY FOR OUR MISSION IN FLORIDA

For the purpose of edifying our central Florida churches and working on Florida
evangelism, we have organized fellowships to encourage love and evangelism in
our respective places in Florida. To do this, every three (3) months we meet in
different places in Central Florida. This time we met in West Palm Beach. 150
people attended this event with songs and two messages from the word of God
followed by a meal for all those present. Glory to God for his work that advances
at a firm pace.

When Maritza and I arrived in Central
Florida, there was no Hispanic ministry in
and around Tampa. After the Pandemic,
two important points have been
achieved, for the glory of God, to reach
the Hispanic population in these places.
In the graph you can notice the red dots
where we already have a ministry and the
green dots with the potential to have
them very soon. Please pray for this vision
that God will do His work through us, and
that we can train workers to continue this
work.



MISSION OVERSEAS 

As in Florida, I am advising an
evangelistic team in Trujillo,
Venezuela to use a biblical-
missionary strategy that allows
them to reach the entire state.
Please pray for this
advancement of the kingdom of
God in Venezuela. The color Blue
indicates places already
reached, and green indicates
that they are in the process of
establishing a church growth
group there.    

 
Native to South America, this bird is only found in Florida in the United
States where its both breeding and wintering. The bird is very dark brown all
over the upperparts with a pale underside. It is a secretive bird and thus not
a lot is known about its way of life.
A domesticated Short-Tailed Hawk sitting on a glove during a falconer show
The breeding behavior of the Short-Tailed Hawk is not well known, but it is
thought that this bird behaves the same as other hawks when it comes to
the male’s aerial displays for the female. The nest site is usually in tall pine
or cypress trees and is very bulky.
The hawk is known to use the technique called kiting , where they will soar
high above ground using the headwind to stand still in the air while scouting
for prey bellow. In Florida they’re mostly known to eat small birds.
Not a lot is known about the species, and no population surveys have been
made, but it is thought to be an uncommon species. Due to its large range
they’re considered by IUCN to be of least concern.
Only around 500 individuals are believed to reside in the central parts of
peninsular Florida. The best time to spot them is in the Florida Keys and
Everglades National Park during fall migration, where they will soar high
above the ground in the morning.

A SHORT-TAILED HAWK IN MY YARD
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Our health, ministry, Everett Stringfellow (health) and Maritza Pineda
(health). The visions for Central Florida and oversees. 

Trujillo-Venezuela

New Group in
Pampanito

Gladys Briceño
from Pampanito,

Venezuela

This bird was in my
backyard few days ago


